Answer Key for *Grammar Choices*
Online Exercises

Unit 1

Vocabulary Building
A.
1. interventions
2. attitudes
3. implemented
4. role models
5. achievement
6. limitations
7. empirically
8. effectiveness
B. Answers will vary.
C.
1. et al.
2. stereotype
3. math
4. suggesting
5. environmental
6. specifically
7. relevant
8. generalize
9. predictor

Unit 1 Vocabulary Review
A.
1. aimed at people who do a particular job
2. care
3. draw results for a broader population
4. follow, study for
5. use up, cause to run out
B.
1. comprise
2. ensure
3. model
4. innovative
5. specifically
6. depend
C. Answers will vary.

Unit 2

Vocabulary Building
A.
1. furthermore
2. communal
3. elite
4. oral
5. securely
6. highlighting
7. schism
8. realm
B. Answers will vary.
C.
1. folk
2. deemed
3. reception
4. sanitized
5. improved
6. standard

Unit 2 Vocabulary Review
A.
1. comments, ideas, suggestions
2. common
3. suitable
4. international
5. traditional
B.
1. infectious
2. controversial
3. assumption
4. advocate
5. pertinent
6. layer
C. Answers will vary.
Unit 3

Vocabulary Building

1. mandated
2. amnesty
3. inflicted
4. injustices
5. regime
6. delegitimizing

B. Answers will vary.

Unit 3 Vocabulary Review

1. essential
2. a prediction about the outcome of an experiment
3. find it difficult
4. imagine, predict
5. object to
6. by one's equals
7. obstruct, prevent
8. attractive

B.

1. notion
2. sufficient
3. focus
4. unwilling
5. disparities
6. ethical

C. Answers will vary.

Unit 4

Vocabulary Building

A.

1. excluded
2. considerable, substantial
3. methodology
4. attainment
5. gender/gendered
6. sphere
7. status
8. simplistic
9. earnings
10. forthcoming

B. Answers will vary

Unit 4 Vocabulary Review

A.

1. earlier
2. happened at the same time as
3. later
4. a doctor's determination of a patient's illness
5. a source of argument
6. reveal, make public
7. experienced
8. having a right to receive something
9. area of work or influence
10. soon to be completed/available

B.

1. enabled
2. imply
3. considerable
4. analysis
5. mainstream
6. achieved

C. Answers will vary.
Unit 5

Vocabulary Building
A.
1. heterogeneous
2. identical
3. differentiated
4. unique
5. dynamic
6. policies
7. equilibrium
8. attend
9. reputation
10. reverse

B. Answers will vary

Unit 5 Vocabulary Review
A.
1. speeded up
2. balance
3. changed, went back on its original decision
4. start
5. advertising that can only be seen unconsciously
6. separate
7. income, salary
8. aware
9. customers
10. a very large number

B.
1. subjective
2. phenomenon
3. heterogeneous
4. utilize
5. internal
6. process

C. Answers will vary.

Unit 6

Vocabulary Building
A.
1. attracted
2. statistics
3. exponentially
4. fluctuated
5. period
6. recession
7. domestic
8. pace
9. presumably
10. correlated

B. Answers will vary.

Unit 6 Vocabulary Review
A.
1. went up and down
2. associated
3. always
4. unclear
5. uncertain, weak
6. very rapidly
7. strong
8. unclear
9. difficulty
10. personal feelings affecting decisions

B.
1. comprehensive
2. distort
3. hypothesize
4. definite
5. neutral
6. corporations

C. Answers will vary.
Unit 7

Vocabulary Building

A.
1. job satisfaction
2. extensively
3. predict
4. outcome
5. matter
6. turnover
7. absenteeism
8. advances

B. Answers will vary.

Unit 7 Vocabulary Review

A.
1. people who point out faults or weaknesses
2. broadly
3. reciprocal
4. theories that underlie the study
5. had a large influence
6. employee change
7. obstacle
8. people who work in a field

B.
1. categorize
2. rapid
3. variables
4. seek
5. defense
6. mutual

Unit 8

Vocabulary Building

1. attend
2. thoughtful
3. wasted time
4. productive
5. rate
6. involved in
7. specific

Unit 8 Vocabulary Review

A.
1. interruption
2. moved
3. small amounts; signs
4. at risk of disappearing
5. remembered
6. confused
7. achievement
8. long and heated
9. growing
10. essentially; from the inside

B.
1. scope
2. replicate
3. budget
4. beneficial
5. element
6. identifiable

C. Answers will vary.